OPERATING POLICY AND PROCEDURE

SON OP 30.770 – Global Health Clinical Credit

PURPOSE

The purpose of the School of Nursing Global Health Clinical Credit in Operating Policy and Procedure is to provide guidance for awarding clinical credit to learners for global health experiences and when global health experiences will be approved/denied.

REVIEW

The OP will be reviewed biennially by September 1 of each even numbered year (ENY) by the applicable Associate Dean/Department Chair, with recommendations for revisions forwarded to the Dean of the School of Nursing.

POLICY/PROCEDURE

Table 1 should be used to provide guidance for global health experiences (GHE) for Traditional Undergraduate Students.

Table 1

| Current Student in Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 (GHE is during coursework) | Student not allowed to attend GHE. |
| Student is entering into Level 2 (GHE is between semesters) | Student may go pending approval of course leads or Leadership.  
  No clinical hours will be awarded for Level 2 or Level 3.  
  Clinical hours will not be awarded for Level 4 clinical experiences. |
| Student is entering into Level 3 (GHE is between semesters) | Student may go pending approval of course leads or Leadership.  
  Clinical hours may be awarded to replace some or all of 4520 Integrated Learning IV: Clinical Immersion.  
  Access to Global Health Modules administered prior to student leaving. |
| Student is entering into Level 4 or is a current Level 4 student (GHE is between Level 3 and Level 4 or during Level 4 coursework.) | Student may go pending approval of course leads or Leadership.  
  Clinical hours will replace some or all of 4520 Integrated Learning IV: Clinical Immersion. |